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ABSTRACT
A new device called selective quadrant-detector, realized on the basis oflnGaAsP heterosiructures, ispresented in the

paper. It consistB ofa circular photodiode-quadrant with protective peripheric ring, having selective sensibility optimized for X
— 1.06 pm, in the center of which a photodetector integrated in the same crystal is formed. The photodetector has own
capacity C 1-5 pF and can be used for receiving the high frequency (f> 1 GHz) optic signals and the small duration (t �1

ns) unitary signals. The presence of central photodetector decreases the coordinate charactetistic abmptness (K 8-1O
V.W1mm') and photocurrent intensity with 8-10 %. Absolute spectral sensibility is S.06 0.57 AIW and photosensibility
spectrum sexmwidthis AX � 100mm
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1. INTRODUCTION
Photodiode-quadrant (PDQ) with selective sensibility, elaborated and manufactured previously, is optimized for

receiving the oplie signals with 2 1 .06 p.m and is used in optoelectronic systems for orienting and directing the high velocity
objects."2 According to calculations and measurements, the PDQ has an absolute spectral sensibility S106 0.57 A/W, an
abrupt coordinate characteristic K 81O V.W1.mnf' and can be successfully used for receiving the unitaiy optic signals
with impulse duration � 10ns and with incident oplic power - 1 mW or for receiving the optic signals with limit frequency
20 MHz. The obtained values are limited here by relatively big area of PDQ, necessaiy to ensure the coordinate characteristic,
which is the main characteristic ofall photoreceivers with coordinate sensibility.

2. ESTIMATION OF PDQ LIMIT FREQUENCY AND A14SWER TIME
The photoanswer time of PDQ was determined for a standard load resistance R1 50 to appreciate its limit

possibilities. Two methods were utilized: after frequency characteristic and after transition characteristic of photodiode
illuminated by a rectangular light impulse.

The photocurrent depending on frequency of optic signal throb was measured using the scheme presented in Fig.!.

I - directcurrent source;
2 - laser diode (X = 1.025 jim);
3- calibration resistance;
4-generator of sinusoidal signals;
5-oscilloscope;
6- microobjective;
7- photodiode-quadrant;
8 - load resistance;
9- milivoitmeter;
10- two-coordinate support

Fig.1. Scheme of instalation for measuring the photocurrent depending on frequency of optic signal throb.
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The frequency dependence of photocurrent lransnuzsion coefficient (K) for different reverse polansafion are shown
in Fig.2. The mathematical expression of this dependence is:

K=1/vtl÷(2nft)2 (1)

The photodiode transmission coefficient is determined practically as K U/ U0, where Uf and U are photosignals at
high and low frequency.

The photoanswer limit frequency is estimated from Fig.2 at level K 0.707 and deals with lime constant tby
expression:

t=l/(2ir'f) (2)
When the lime constant is determined by p-n junction capacity and transition characteristic has an exponenlial fomi, the
photoanswer time is determined atlevels 0.1 and 0.9 ofphotocurrent maximum value or by relation

t=t1n92.2•t (3)
Thus, measuring the limit frequency we determine the answer time for all quadrant sectors.
This method requires low intensity optic signals to ensure the straight sector of eneigetic characteristic 1h

The xnrnimirnig ofconductor capacity influence is also required. It have been observed for conductor total length 1 <0.4 in,
where conductor capacity is <30 pF.

Measurements had showed that the lime constant t isdetennined by load resisthnce R and barrier capacity C. The p-
njunction bather capacity without polarisalion is about C —C, 200 pF for each quadrant sector. The limit frequency is f =
16-18 MHz and the answer time is t, =22 ns. Using the differential connecling of quadrant sectors we had decreased twice the
answer time, practically equaIiing it to 'r t 10 ns. Reverse polarizing the PDQ with U =1 V we bad decreased the barrier
capacity up to Cb = 145 pF and the answer lime up to ta 7

1 - direct current source;
2-laserdiode(X l.O25jm);
3- calibration resistance;
4-generator of nanosecond impulses;
5- stroboscopic oscilloscope;
6- microobjective;
7- photodiode-quadrant;
8-two-coordinate support.
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Fig.2. Frequency dependence ofphotocurrenz transmission coefficient:
U,V: 1-0; 2-0.5; 3-1.0.
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Fig.3. Scheme of instoiation for study the photoanswer form.
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The complete calculus ofcoordinate characteristics fi'mily U(x, y0)doesn't present a practical importance. Therefore
we had calculated the coordinate characteristic for the case y 0, i.e. the light spot is symmetrical to axis "x". In this case the
coordinate characterislic has four different domains with different mathematical expressions. They are:

-domainl - O�x<1-r;
-dornainil - 1-r�x<1;
-domainlil - 1�x<1+r;
-domainlV -

where x and r are light spot coordinate and ceniral detector radius reported to light spor radius (x xfR, r r/R). The
characteristic points are 1 - r, 1, 1 + r and are noted in Fig.5 by "A", "0", "B".

Forming the mathematical expressions of coordinate characteristics, it was observed that domains 2, 3 and 4 are

thdedasoopartswithcharacteristicpoints 1-r and j.
Thus, the coordinate characteristic has a lot ofdomains with following analytic expressions:
1) U(x) 1/it (it+ F0), for 0 � x< 1 - r;
2)U(x)l/(+F0±F1+F, for l-r�x<;
3)U(x) 1/it (t - F1 + F), for 1T2 <

for l�x<1+r<j/;
for j�x<1+r
for l+r�x<

7) U(x) lhr (- F3 + F4), for < 1 + r< x <3
U(x) here is a parameter proportional with photocunent through load resistance
illuminated quadrant sectors, connected differential with load resistance.

The other parameters are:
F0 -2 arctg (b0/a,) +2a, .b0;
F2-.arctg(b2/a)+ .a2.b2;

. F4 =4 . arctg (b4/a4) - 4 . a4 b4; ____

_
a2=[- lr2]

; b2= 4i-a;

:::
4x 4

We have to remark that these calculi are true for linear region of PDQ energetic characteristic fkQJ. This region is

characterized by low intensities of incident flux Qor by utilizing a load resistance more less than p-n junction resistance

(short-circuit regjme, R, <R).
The evolution of coordinate characteristic depending on central detector radius is presented in Fig.6. One can seethat

coordinate characteristic abruptness doesn't change practically up to d/RQ = 0.5 and maximum voltage on the load resistance

decreases with < 10 % for central detector diameter d � 400 pin (d/RQ = 0.4). Therefore, the PDQ center can be used without

any essenlial losses in coordinate characteristic to fabricate an integrated photodetectorwith low own capacity, capable to

receive optic signals with high frequency (> 1 GHz) and unitary ones with impulse duration < iOns.

4)U(x) l/ir(ii-F1+F2+F3+F4),
5)U(x)= l/ir(-F1 ÷F2-F3+F4),

6)U(x)' 1/it (ic+F3+F4),

(if 1+r>);
(if l+r<,/);
(if l+r>J).

and show the relative difference of

F1=arctg(b1/a1)-ab1;
F3-arctg(b3/a3)+a3 b3;
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The second method permits to visualize the form of photoanswer impulse by a stroboscopic oscilloscope. The
precision of this method is less because of difficulty in small duration rectangular photoimpulses forming and in measuring
the low intensity (— 10-20 my) and duration (— 1 ns) electric signals.

The scheme of instalation for study the photoariswer form is presented in Fig.3.
The photocurrent of one PDQ sector increases from 0.1 to 0.9•Ima,, in ta 20-25 us, what corresponds to result

obtained by the first method.
Obtained values are extreme because the relatively big area of PDQ, necessary to ensure the coordinate characteristic,

detemiines the big capacity of quadrant sectors. To extend the functional possibilities of PDQ we have elaborated and
manufactured a new structure with an integrated central detector.

3. STRUCTURE, CHARACTER1STICS, PARAMETERS
The new structure ensures a selective spectral sensibility with maximum for . — 1.06 jim, an abrupt coordinate

characteristic, the detection of unitary optic signals with impulse duration < 10 us or of optic signals with frequency> I GHz.
Fig.4 shows the structure section (a) and the frontal view (b) of selective photodiode-quadrant with integrated detector.
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Fig.4. Selective photodiode-quadrant with integrated detector:
a - cross-section of structure; b -frontal view.
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PDQ consists ofnlnP substrate 1, InGaAsP aclive layer 2, in which p-njunction 3 is placed, InGaAsPfrontallayer 4,
frontal metal contacts 5 and back contact 6. Separation of the whole surface into photosensible elements was made
concomitantly with p-n junction forming by local diffusion of Zn through a Si02 mask 7. PDQ contains four elements 8
having circular sector form and a protective peripheric ring 9. A circular photoelement 10 with diameter d1 � 0.1 .d2 (d2 -
diameter ofPDQ active surface) was made in the center of PDQ.

The oplic signal has a circular spot form with diameter D =d2/2. When the optic signal is symmeirical respecling the
center, photocurrents of those four circular sector elements 8 are equal. At optic signal moving after axes "x" or "y" the
difference between photocurrents of two opposite sectors linear increases depending on coordinate. The peripheric ring 9
signals the moment when optic signal begin to go out the PDQ. Since the central detector 10 area is minimum 100 times less
than PDQ one, the presence of central detector didn't change the coordinate charactenstic abrupiness. On the other hand, the
central detector having a small area possesses a veiy low own capacity. It means that the time constant x RC gels small
values, what permits to receive optic signals with frequency> 1 GHz and urntaiy ones with impulse duration < 10ns.

To determine the ulilization fields of quadrant-detector we have to estimate the influence of ceniral detector upon the
PDQ characteristics and parameters. Since coordinate characteristic is the most important we study its evolution depending on
central detector diameter.

The scheme of quadrant-detector surface is shown in Figi. Radius of photosensible sectors was RQ =1 mm; radius
of optic signal spot was R =0.5 mm = RQ/2 and central detector radius "r" was variable. The coordinate of light spot center

was changing from zero (quadrant-detector center) to 3R 1.5mm (spot completely went out the PDQ).

In general case, for PDQ with or without central detector, at differential connection of quadrant sectors, the electric
signal on load resistance and, therefore, coordinate characteristic depend on both coordinate "x" and coordinate "y".To
simplify the calculi, the dependence on "y" can be excluded by parallel connecting the sectors from the left and rightside of
axis "y" (see Fig.5). In this case the coordinate characteristic is transformed in a family of characteristics U(x, y0), where y° is a

parameter.
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Fig.5. The scheme of quadrant-detector surface.
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Fig.6. Evolution of coordinate characteristic depending on central detector radius.

A manufactured quadrant-detector encapsulated in capsule TO-5 is illustrated in Fig.7 and its main parameters are
presented in the table.
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Fig. 7. Quadrant - detector.
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iiI Parameters Value
Chip dinensions, mm x mm 3 x 3
Diameter of photodiode quadrant-detector, mm 2.6
Radius of photosensible sectors (R€ mm 1

—--- Diameter ofcentral photodetector (d), jim 200
W of protective peripheric ring, pxn 150

6

—
Width of metal conlacts: of quadrant, jim

of central detector, p.m
100
50

Width of Si02 separative strips, pin 100; 50

Radiation wavelength in maximum photosensibility (X, p.m 1.06
Semiwidth of photosensibility spectrum (AX), mu < 100

10 Absolute sensibility (S ) , AJW 0.57

-Ti- Q!lantum efficIency (i) % 60
Own capacity of a quadrant photosensible sector (C01), pF
One sector capacity for reverse voltage U = 1.5V (Wi. pF

190
145

.i4 Own capacity of central detector (C0'), pF 4
i:5_ Owncapacityofcentraldetectorfor U1.5V(C pF 1.5

---- Abruptness of coordinate characteristic (K), V.W'.mni' 810

4. CONCLUSIONS
Anew device called selective quadrant-detector with large flincional possibilities was realized for the first time. It can

successfully work in two regimes: deteclion ofhigh frequency (f > 1 GHz) optic signals, ofsmali duration (t � 1 ns) unitary
signals and coordinate determination. It has coordinate characteristic abruptness K 810 V.W'.mni1, absolute spectral
sensibility S1.06 0.57 AJW and photosensibility specirurn seniiwidth � 100nni.
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